The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic. One of the Down answers is topical and its clue does not contain a definition part.

**ACROSS**

1. Ethnic, of a clan (6)
2. Brochure, flier (8)
3. Large constricting snake (8)
4. Traditional tent material (6)
5. Tubular pasta (8)
6. Fisher, Star Wars actress (6)
7. Befuddled (8)
8. Competent (4)
9. Calf meat (4)
10. Appraise prematurely (8)
11. Dread, extreme fear (6)
12. Hanging decoration (6)
13. Young pride members (4, 4)
14. Appearance again (2-6)
15. Alleviation, respite (6)

**DOWN**

1. Usual rabble concerning BT moan terribly (4-1-3)
2. New York City beach is destroyed accidentally (2, 6)
3. Small network's a depressing thing for person of property (9)
4. Madly jumble a line up with it (8, 7)
5. Sign up finally with the French king, for instance (7)
6. Purchase always left on top with time (8)
7. Elegant arrangement for flute following opening parts of the Alpine Symphony (8)
8. Try to finish always, we hear (9)
9. Purchase always left on top with time (8)
10. Time taken by bridge in late sport (8)
11. Upright vicar let out (8)
12. In brief, Labour urge a change that's up for discussion (8)
13. Ward for the emergencies gets equipped, initially (7)

Solution 591